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I can't remember if I gave you all the last ML number for the additional information NJ submitted to resolve the comments - it's
ML090770116. The matrix is in there too. They addressed everything. I've attached the table of the ML numbers for the package for
your info., in case you want them.

Gary: (a) they added in the things they left out re: reactive inspections- included the lower level exposure ones. She accidently
switched them and put the higher ones in - those actually trigger their state response plan which would require them going out. (b) All
of the information in the matrix from the 1/11/08 response still stands. they still have all of the website notification, listserve, etc. (c)
licensing staff will be using a centralized data base to issue licenses - when they put program codes in, any events, new information,
etc. pops up and they have to address that before they Can actually issue a license. Given that the inspectors and licensing staff are
the same people, with everything in the official file and the database, the notification should be fine. (d) they corrected the info they
submitted in 7.06 and 7.05 - our MC1 302 and 1301 - in line with your suggested changes.

Bruce: I think we talked about your comments regarding exemptions and expired licenses. Re: the line between diffuse and discrete -

and NRC's jurisdiction - they are well aware of NRC's jursidiction and that we will be regulating certain activitation materials.

I think these are the big remaining comments you all had.

Torre
torre. taylor@nrc.gov
301-415-7900
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ADAMs ML Numbers for NJ Agreement Application Documents

.............. . .D cument .ADAMMs ML Number Notes

Package for NJ Agreement application ML090510716

Vol. 1, Sections 4.1 and 4.2 ML090510713

Vol. 2, Sections 4.3 and 4.4 ML090510708

Vol. 3, Sections 4.5 and 4.6 ML090510709

Vol. 4, Section 4.7 ML090510710

Legal References to 4.1.1, Vol. 1 ML090510711

Legal References to 4.1.1, Vol. 2 M1090510712

Additional Information to support NJ Agreement ML090770116
Application

EDATS ticket with Incoming Letter ML090410192

Chairman Klein letter to Governor Corzine Package: ML090430385
Chairman Klein Letter: ML090420437

Incoming Letter from Governor Corzine ML090820227 As a stand along letter separate from the EDATs
ticket and from the actual application - in volume 1.

SECY Paper ML090820038 Package ML: ML090820432

Enclosure 1: Incoming Letter, Corzine ML090820227

Enclosure 2: Chairman Klein Letter to ML090420437
Corzine
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Enclosure 3: FRN ML090820346

Enclosure 4: Draft Staff Assessment ML090820367

Background: Congressional Letters ML090820386

Background: Federal Agency Notification ML090820398
Letters
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